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About This Game

Destroy the evil at the heart of a haunted manor! As an orphan, you discovered your ability to commune with the spirit world
and ghosts. When your uncle Kent mysteriously disappears, you'll embark on a journey to find out what really happened. With
your trusty companion Devanand at your side, you make your way to Darnecroy Manor, where Kent was last seen. It is...The

House.

Heart of the House is 360,000-word interactive Gothic novel by Nissa Campbell. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or
sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Within the manor, you'll encounter the master, Lord Bastian Reaves; his mysterious servants, Oriana and Loren; and the
thousands of spirits teeming around and in this haunted mansion. But will you shatter the power that binds the ghosts to the

House, or claim it for yourself? Can love bloom in a haunted house? Most importantly, how will you escape when the House
comes for you?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bi, ace, or poly

 Explore the halls of the House, even as they seem to shift before your eyes

 Encounter ghosts, spirits, and echoes, as you search for your lost Uncle Kent
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 Fight against an ancient evil or embrace its demonic gifts

 Indulge in steamy, chaste, sweet, or provocative romances, or go it alone

 Exploit the secrets you find for self-serving ends or use them to help your friends

 Defeat your greatest fears in bone-chilling moments of terror...if you can

 Choose whom you can save, if anyone, from the horrors the House contains

For some, there may be no escape from The Heart of the House.
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funnest 99 cent game. Even though it's not a real-time game with real players, the AIs actually prove to be quite a challenge with
certain characteristics that real players actually have. Gives you a certain thrill, especially when deciding whether to raise or
fold.

Really enjoyed the whole gameplay so far and looking forward to actually completing all the difficulty levels in the game!. A
decent hidden-object game but not great. Nice graphic, innovative game mechanics, over-complicated story and a lot of
backtracking and pixel-hunting.

However I can't recommend it. The game contains a game-breaking bug which sometimes irreversibly corrupts your save file. I
have lost 4 hours of progress because of it and had to restart and finish the game in one sitting to see the ending. According to
the discussions the bug has been known and reported for 5 years but has never been fixed. Unacceptable.. Game is horrible to
many issues just trying to get into it and then when you do you play for 2 min and then it freezes computer. Where i have to
restart computer to open up game for it continue to freeze my computer. DO NOT BUY, DO NOT put a game on here that has
to many issues with it, that is just a scumbag thing to do.. nay. I thought of Joint task Force, but this is even more unstable and
lack of details.. A Decent Remake of the original which I played on the Amiga, I don't get what people are
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing about, yeah you need to install Uplay to be honest its pretty unobtrusive and only starts
when you actually start the game up. Ok, so maybe its a bit redundant to have both steam and uplay as drm but its not such a big
deal as people are making out (waah, waah, Uplay, Ubisoft evil, paranoia etc.)

Comes with a free copy of the 1993 original as well, what more can you ask for?. This isn't the worst way to spend an hour. If
you can pick this up for a few pennies and want seven fairly easy steam achievements, it's not bad. Don't expect much though.

I don't know why a ninja would have an anthropomorphic cow with a stereotypical Hindu accent for a mentor.

. If you've never played a character-swapping platformer, this might appeal to you. If you've played Trine, you'll be amazed this
came afterwards. It feels like a first attempt at making a game. A shame, because the premise makes it sound pretty good.. Not
recommending... but with caveats.

I did not enjoy it. You might.
The art was pretty enough, nothing special. The music was appropriate, nothing special. The story felt shallow and uninspired,
nothing special. The concept seemed interesting at first, but as the game went on, again, nothing special.
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It got so close, on so many things, but failed to reach any significant milestones or marks for me.

The killer was... the fairly horrid controls.

For a kid, with 20 fingers and lightning fast reflexes, the controls may work. I shouldn't have to do a sonic platform speedrunner
to play a point & click game. And being middle-aged, with significant arthritis, the controls just flat out hurt my hands and
wrists. And I could find no way around it. Any input lag, from any cause, will make the gravity glove rage inducing. And you
cannot progress in several areas without using it fast, and well. With no lag or hestiation.

Again, it may be cute, and it may be great for kids and teens hyped up on sugar and caffeinated energy drinks. But it was a huge
disappointment for me. No thought appears to have gone into making the game accessible, and playable for people with
different abilities or slower computer systems. The controls limit the audience who will be able to play and enjoy the game,
IMHO.

Maybe you are one who can. Sorry, I couldn't.

(Late edit to correct multiple horrid spelling errors... thank you, dyslexia is a real thing.). Terrible video game:
No online players, copper players play vs diamond
No colorblind friendly
Not balanced at all, all the top players play the 3 same heros
Terrible community, i load in 5seconds and usually have to wait more than 1 minute for other players to load
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Really cute and wholesome, goodvibes~. A very bad Shadowrun clone.. Absolutely amazing Game. Love it to bits. Has filled the
void left by earlier civs for quick and incredibly addictive turn based games. 10/10. This is actually entertaining.. The game
gives very basic instructions about how things should be divided, and starts off simple. With each increasing level it gives
different blocks to place, or has you place them in different orders.. This game is just awesome.
Way more complex than all the other Game Dev things out there.
Don´t let you scare by the graphics, this game has so much depth and is so fun to play, you easy can live with the pixel gfx.
It´s really fun to experiment and learn the game.
Not easy, very challenging. I failed everytime so far and it´s good! Not too easy, you have to "work" with the game.
I really can feel what a game studio my feels when things go wrong or the feeling when a game sells really good.
That´s really satisfactorily.

I wish i would have more time, but i bet in the next months i´ll be spending many hours on this till i got the perfect release :D

For this little money a must have if you like this sort of games!
. Pretty simple game. Would be fun if the partial controller support wasn't busted. Controls are only WASD and space right
now. Would have expected arrow keys to usable alternatively.
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